Software components, arising, typically, in systems' analysis and design, are characterized by a public interface and a private encapsulated state. They persist (and evolve) in time, according to some behavioural patterns. This paper is an exercise in modeling such components as coalgebras for some kinds of endofunctors on
Words like component or process are so semantically overloaded that their use is often a risk. What is understood by a software component in this paper is a specification of a state-based module, eventually acting as a building block of larger, often distributed, systems. Typically, a component encapsulates a number of services through a public interface which provides a limited access to the state space. Furthermore, it is intended to persist and evolve in time. Components arise, typically, as specification units in systems' analysis and design, namely in the so-called model oriented specification methods, such as % ' & (
[11] or ) [19] . However, it is often difficult to identify and reason about their composition mechanisms and underlying behavioural patterns. This is due firstly to the presence of internal state spaces that cannot be discarded and, secondly, to the possibility of interaction proceeding during the overall computation.
This paper suggests coalgebra theory [16, 10, 20] as a suitable framework to approach such issues. This relatively new field has been recognized as a natural setting to deal with state-based dynamic systems where observations D E (resp. x S U 9 # @ and 
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MODELING
as the specification of an uniform transformation of sets and functions preserving composition and identities. It is well known that the signature of a set of constructors of a data structure can be represented as a functor. Furthermore, the data structure itself arises as a map u P S V U which specifies how values of are built using the available constructors. There are, however, several phenomena in programming practice that are hardly definable (or even simply not definable) in terms of a complete set of constructors. They do possess an observable behaviour, but their internal configurations remain hidden and should therefore be identified if not distinguishable by observation. This is the case not only of the state based components we want to consider in this paper, but also of objects in object-oriented programming frameworks or of infinite data structures. All of them are difficult to express in a purely algebraic way, but find their way in the dual paradigm of coalgebra theory.
The slogan is "reverse the arrows": a -coalgebra is simply a map Our first concern is precisely the shape of . In fact, different definitions of give rise to different models for components. One that seems to cover a broad range of cases is ). As pop is partial, we use the maybe monad in the type of the corresponding coalgebra to force deadlock whenever an illegal pop is performed. Let be a set and consider the state space is modeled by sequences of . Then, define
where the operations have the expected definitions: Both components can be represented in a diagrammatic form, making their input and output interfaces explicit. These are drawn, respectively, at the top and the bottom of a box: 
Proof.¨(
Summing up the previous discussion, a morphism between # -components can be presented as a pair . This is indeed the case for the other monads considered above. In fact, a non monadic input morphism always emerges as a special case of a monadic one. That is to say, a total map for the maybe monad, an entire and simple relation for the powerset, etc. The following lemma proves this for the general case. 
COMPARING
When comparing software components, one intuitively identifies models which, being non isomorphic at the data level, behave in a similar way "as far as we can see". Furthermore this tends to be the key ingredient in specifications of distributed systems whose "observational contents" (or parts thereof) are shared by different observers.
In [14, 12] the notion of bisimulation was introduced in process calculi to capture this kind of observational equivalence. Later [1] gave a categorical definition of bisimulation which applies to arbitrary coalgebras (i.e., bisimulation "acquired a shape"). Such a notion of -bisimulation, for a functor , is defined as a span 
COMPOSING
In this section we move on to the introduction of some basic operators for composing components in category £ $ . First, however, we need to define a twin category of interface spaces for components. 
Unlike, e.g., the cartesian product of data structures, components' parallel composition is not described by an universal construction. We have proceeded experimentally by identifying some tensors and studying their properties. We shall consider here three such structures. In all of them the composed state space is the cartesian product of the component states. They differ, however, on the allowed interaction patterns.
In the sequel let Component interaction is not captured by any of the tensor products above. However the kind of plugging done in sequential composition may be generalized to a hook operation connecting some input to some output points.
Depending on the shape of the input interface, we consider an effective or a delayed hook. The first case assumes the argument is modeled by a coalgebra q is the confidence level assigned to a given answer.
We begin by constructing the synchronous product Proof. It is enough to show that the sets of successor states in both cases coincide. If they are both empty we are done; otherwise take the identity relation to trivially witness all the required bisimulations. Denoting, as in [9] , the unlifting of a predicate wrt a functor # by Further properties of the operators as well as alternatives to the basic model are discussed in [3] . For example, a simple extension captures the presence of internal actions which allow the component to evolve without being triggered by the environment.
Complementary research, described in [2] , concerns the prototyping of component's behaviours in the non strict functional language ¡ £ ¤ § [4, 18] , by computing the anamorphic image of their seeds. In fact, the behaviour of a component abstracts over all internal states. For a I a ¤£ component, this is represented (or encapsulated) in the image of its seed under the unique arrow (the anamorphism) from to the I a ¤£ final coalgebra. The actual way in which the anamorphism is computed (and the behaviour revealed) resorts to lazy evaluation. In each step, activation of a new continuation structure is returned upon which experimentation proceeds.
A current research topic concerns the refinement of this kind of coalgebras with structured input and output, which involves a weaker notion of coalge-bra morphism. In fact, not one, but several notions of refinement arise in a construction which is, again, parametric on the behaviour monad. 
